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How can we enhance partnerships between GEDCO and the surrounding community?

We implemented a two-pronged approach to enhance and create means for bi-directional communication between GEDCO and the community, and designed to provide supportive structure for interns.

- Created plan for sustained progress: Internships aimed at enhancing bi-directional communication between GEDCO and the community, and designed to provide supportive structure for interns.
- Created a map of all major GEDCO branches.
- Created a unified calendar of GEDCO events and services.
- Created a template for newsletter: established an accessible consistent connection with a diverse community.
- Quotation from testimonial demonstrating what GEDCO is doing for Baltimore.
- Created schematic to introduce GEDCO’s diverse services.
- Thorough instructions to support equitable, sustainable, mutually beneficial, effective internship experience with GEDCO.
- Internship to increase the degree to which the community recognizes and utilizes these platforms to learn about and participate in GEDCO’s local impact.
- Internship to create testimonials to give voice to real people touched by GEDCO’s service, and to demonstrate GEDCO’s commitment to uphold dignity and heritage.
- Internship to engage new volunteers and create opportunities for existent volunteers to grow stronger partnerships with GEDCO.
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